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Chapter 1 step-by-step

TALK to the receptionist
USE the ticket machine
PICK UP the ticket
GIVE the ticket to the receptionist
GO to the break room
FIX the broken vending machine
GO BACK to the receptionist and TALK to her
PICK UP the yellow key

GO to the break room
MAKE a coffee (using the first vending machine)
PICK UP the coffee
DRINK the coffee
MAKE a tea (using the second vending machine)
PICK UP the tea
GO BACK to the receptionist and GIVE to her the tea and the yellow key
GO to the female restroom

HAVE A LOOK at the leaking water (in the female restroom)
GO to the corridor
PICK UP the red bucket
GO BACK to the female restroom
USE the bucket to catch the leaking water from the ceiling
TRY to open the drain to catch the key chains
GO to the male restroom
COLLECT some soap from the soap dispenser
GO to the female restroom
POUR some soap in the drain
PICK UP the key chains
USE the key chains to go to the storage room

GO to the far right of the storage room and enter into the courtyard
GO to the right till the trash and SEARCH till a doctor appear
TALK to the doctor
PICK UP the blue access card
USE the blue access card to Enter into the laundry room

HAVE A LOOK at the dryer on the far right
GO to the female restroom
TRY to talk to the cleaning lady (it's on the latest bathroom)
GO BACK to the laundry room and take the coat from the dryer (on the far right) and put it on
GO BACK to the female restroom



PICK UP the pitcher plant in the sink
USE the pitcher plant to mask yourself
TALK to the receptionist
GO to the employee area



Chapter 2 step-by-step

USE the blue card three times to open the lasergate
TALK to the guard
USE the blue card to Enter into the Center for Disease
TALK to the doctress
HAVE A LOOK at the eyed-plant
TRY to PICK UP the fire extinguisher
TALK to the guard

PICK UP the fire extinguisher
USE the fire extinguisher to stun the eyed-plant
PICK UP the job advertisement from the billboard
GIVE the job ad to the doctress
PICKUP the locker key
USE the locker key to open your locker (the first one on the left)
PICKUP the Swiss Army knife from the locker
GO to the bathroom

USE the Swiss Army knife to cut the hand-plant in the sink
PICKUP the hand
GIVE the hand to the doctress
PICKUP the box full of folders
THROW the box into the yellow bin
TALK to the doctress
GO out of the company

PICKUP the empty syringe from the gray bin
USE the empty syringe to suck some poison from the drip (turn your back on the doctress and wait
while shopping look down)
USE the syringe to kill the carnivorous plant
PICKUP the crowbar from the hole in the ground

USE the crowbar to unlock the four lockers in the Center for Disease
HAVE A LOOK at the second locker (from the left) to discover the manual of a safe
PICKUP the first part of the safe password from the fourth and last locker (from the left)
USE the crowbar to unlock the locker in the Surgery Room
PICKUP the second part of the safe password from the locker
PUT DOWN the monitor over the bed in the surgery Room to reveal the safe
USE the password to open the safe
PICKUP the scalpel in the safe
GO to the bathroom

USE the scalpel to kill the rest of the hand-plant in the sink



AVOID the rotten fruits that falls down from the ceiling
USE the scalpel to kill the carnivorous plant
OPEN the second door of the bathroom (from the left) to reveal a skeleton
PICKUP the red access card from the skeleton
USE the scalpel to open the elevator door



Chapter 3 step-by-step

PRESS the buttons panel
SELECT the crowdbar
DEFEAT the barn owl (6 hit)
PRESS the buttons panel
LEAVE the elevator
SELECT the crowdbar
DEFEAT the mouth-plant (6 hit)
USE the crowbar to unlock the grate of the tunnel (on the far right of the room)
AVOID the burning killer (jumping over it)
AVOID the falling acid drops
AVOID gas steams (wait till it disappear ignoring smaller interruptions of gas)
AVOID rising and falling acid balls
TALK to the hidden employee
PICK UP the wrench
RETURN to the Processing Center One (where the mouth-plant is located)
USE the wrench to unscrew all the bolts of the gate's control panel (near the plant)
OPEN the control panel
PICK UP the empty oil cup in the elevator
USE the empty oil cup with the vat of acid (to fill it)
USE the oil cup full of acid with the gate's control panel (near the plant)
PICK UP the oil cup full of acid
Now the gate is unlock, GO to the Processing Center Two
SELECT the crowdbar
DEFEAT the three slugs (three hit each, jump to avoid the acid spit, hit the jumping slug when it's stick
to the floor due to the sucking cup effect)
GO to the Processing Center Three
PICK UP the hook hidden in the box (on the far right of the room)
GO to the bottom of the water pool
USE the hook with the rope to create a climbing rope
PICK UP the climbing rope
TALK to the employee (in Processing Center One)
GO to the Steam tunnels
AVOID the burning killer (jumping over it)
AVOID the falling acid drops
AVOID gas steams (wait till it disappear ignoring smaller interruptions of gas)
USE the climbing rope to collect the magnet (attached to the pipe from which the gas comes out)
PICK UP the magnet
GO to the bottom of the chlorophyll pool
USE the magnet with the manhole
PICK UP the SSD
Go near the elevator door and try to open it
OBEY to the guard resting on the ground all your inventory objects (when you are in front of the gate)



GO to the elevator with him

Chapter 4 step-by-step

PULL the leaf untill the bunch of banans start swing
REPULL the leaf when the bunch of banana is on the right (depending on when you repull the leaf, a
banana will fall on the left or center or to the right of the cell)
The mice will gnaw the banana and soon after the skeleton will try to beat it. In this moment ...
PICK UP the key from the skeleton’s hip bone
USE the key to open the prison door
JUMP to avoid the trap in front of the cell’s door

PICK UP the trap
When the skeleton jump around you to avoid the trap in your hand, MOVE backward and RELEASE the
trap on the floor, the skeleton will die instantly
USE the key to open the other cell’s door
TALK to the employee
GO in the corridor
AVOID the ceiling gun and PICK UP the lightstick hanging on the table where there is an empty medikit
USE the lightstick to enlighten the bramble located in the employee prison
GO to your prison cell
PICK UP one glove located in the puddle of water
PICK UP the other glove located under the mattress
USE the gloves to PICK UP the shear stuck in the bramble
USE the shear to cut the red wire that control the ceiling gun (on the far right under the monitor)
GO back and TALK to the employee
PICK UP the shovel located under the camera near the skeletons pile

DEFEAT the skeletons
TALK to the employee and PICK UP the green access card
USE the card to enter into the server room
DEFEAT the skeleton
TALK to the employee
USE the pickaxe to break the floor under the banana tree
PICK UP the worms
USE the worms to feed the barn owl
ENTER into the king’s skeleton throne room

DEFEAT the skeleton (only the jump attack can hit it)

DEFEAT the king skeleton (use the jump attack to bring him on his knees then hit it several times)
TAKE the sword from the skeleton with the shield you defeat
GO into the torture chamber

AVOID the spikes jumping over it
When the weights and the spike trap fall run back to avoid being hit



after they fell to the floor, the orange eletric wire (present between the spike trap) has now lowered, cut
it with the sword (jumping)
Now, the rotating blade has no more current, go all the way to the basement and climb the orange tree

Chapter 5 step-by-step

DEFEATthe monsters in the capsules

TRY to go to the laboratory

DEFEAT blob creatures avoiding the acid spits
GO to the lab

AVOID three times the the test tubes that the mad scientist throws
PICK UP the yellow potion from the showcase
PICK UP the red potion from the expositor
LAY DOWN the red potion on the left holder
LAY DOWN the yellow potion on the right holder
USE the mixer to create the orange potion
PICK UP the yellow potion from the showcase
PICK UP the blue potion from the refrigerator
LAY DOWN the yellow potion on the left holder
LAY DOWN the blue potion on the right holder
USE the mixer to create the green potion
PICK UP the orange potion and the green potion from the mixer

LAY DOWN the orange potion on the left holder
LAY DOWN the green potion on the right holder
PICK UP the gas lighter from the showcase
USE the mixer to create the glue
PICK UP the glue from the mixer
USE the glue to defeat the hand-plant
GO to the library
After looking at the blackboard several times, go to the large bookcase and pick up the book
PRESS in this order:

1. the mirror with the praying man
2. the mirror with the moon
3. the mirror with the flower

USE the pickaxe to broke the mosaic
TRY to enter into the window
GO to the INPLANT Capsule System 3 (where the game start and where the orange tree is located)
PICK UP the yellow carpet
RETURN to the library
USE the carpet with the mosaic
GO into the final boss room



DEFEAT IT avoiding the acid spit (jump over it), the falling test tubes, the bombs and hit the boss with a
jump attack against him eye. Ten times.

Chapter 6 step-by-step

TALK to the bather with green costume
TALK to the with the lifeguard
OPEN the third door from the left (out of four) of the beach’s changing rooms
PICK UP the binocular
GIVE the binocular to the lifeguard
TALK to the with the lifeguard
TAKE the green rake resting on the floor of the lifeguard tower

DIG with the rake on the sand heap (before the penultimate beach umbrella)
TAKE the sunscreen
GIVE the sunscreen to the bather with green costume
Go to the gangway and enter into the sea

AVOID jellyfish, sea urchins, starfish
DIG with the rake on the last but two sand heap (between the sea urchins)
TAKE the coins
GO back to the beach
Go to the boardwalk

USE the coins to BUY the croissant or fish & chips
EAT it
TALK to the sailor man
GO back to the beach
TALK to the lifeguard (now she is in front of beach’s changing rooms)
Go to the gangway and enter into the sea
AVOID jellyfish, sea urchins, starfish
GO past the yellow buoy to the red buoy and dig with the rake on the sand heap
TAKE the oyster
SELL the oyster to the dealer
BUY the watergun with cash
GO back to the beach
GO ti the rocks (to the left of the changing rooms)

SHOOT to the killer crabs or jump over them
GO to the far right of the rocks
Avoid the sharks by jumping over them
TAKE the bottle with the treasure map
LET the seaman know that you have found the treasure map and talk to him
BUY (with the coins) the compass
Go to the gangway and enter into the sea



AVOID sea urchins, starfish
GO as far into the sea as you can till you meet the dolphin

AVOID sea urchins, starfish, killer red fish
GO as far into the sea as you can till you meet the treasure chest
TAKE the crystal from the treasure chest, a giant octopus will arrive
DEFEAT IT using the crystal to make the dolphin shoot ultrasounds at the octopus's head (ten hit)



Chapter 7 step-by-step

PET the walrus to become his friend
GO to the far left (the walrus will follow you) so the walrus will break all the ice blocks
TAKE the wheel
PUT DOWN the wheel near the ice block wall on the right
JUMP ON IT to climb over the ice wall
TALK to the Eskimo avoiding penguins
TAKE the spear which is the green flag on the far right of the level, at the top
USE the spear to catch a fish (run or walk along the frozen sea below to look for one)
GIVE the fish to the polar bear and then take the lighter on the ground below it
USE the lighter to light the fire camp (located between the Eskimo and the igloo)
CATCH another fish and roast it on the fire
give the roasted fish to the eskimo and then talk to him
give the spear to the eskimo
go to sleep in your tent
go to where you found the spear (top far right) and depart with the Eskimo

climb the mountain using the ropes (use the jump to automatically grab them), avoid the peanuts that
spit the condor
jump on the condors and go talk to the little girl
collect the nest located at the top left (watch out for the monkeys and condors)
place the nest next to the baby, then light it with the lighter
Collect the condor eggs located on the wall with the ice blocks located at the top right. The nest is on
that wall below
give the eggs to the girl and talk to her, she will give you some explosives
go to the far right, at the top of the level, climb the wall with the ice blocks and jump on the condor.
Avoid the condors and go right again.
place the explosive at the entrance to the cave and then light the explosive with the lighter.
move away from the cave to avoid the explosion
enter the cave

enter the cave
avoid the hooded ones by entering the crevices of the cave and exiting at the right time
go down to the first ladder you find, avoid the hooded by jumping first on the cart and then jumping over
the hooded
go down again when you find the ladder and go right
enter the hole and exit at the end of it
jump on the objects between the thorns and go to the far right, then press action several times when
you are close to the mammoth (do not get too close)
collect the peanut plant (floor -1 of the left block, at the far left, jump on the cart to reach the platform),
the strawberry plant (floor 0 of the right block, on the far right, jump on the cart to reach the platform)
and the salad (flat - 1 of the right block,  at the far left)



give the food you found to the mammot
go to the right of the mammoth and use the ladder to go down

go right until you find the overturned cart, straighten it and then jump on it.
avoid obstacles and precipices by jumping until you reach the end of the level



How to find ANDREW’s COINS

Chapter 1

GO in the courtyard
JUMP over the earth’s pile
JUMP over jump the protruding brick (covered by the climbing plant)
JUMP over Andrew’s Coin

Chapter 2

GO in the courtyard when the carnivorous plant is dyed
CLIMB the ladder
JUMP over Andrew’s Coin

Chapter 3

GO in the INPLANT Steam tunnels zone
GO to the far right of the zone (where you meet the sad man)
JUMP on the barrels till the top
JUMP over Andrew’s Coin

Chapter 4

GO underground (at the end of the chapter)
After stopping the rotating blade, jump over it until you reach the yellow electric wire
Cuts the yellow electric wire with a sword stroke
From the upper floor, the Andrew’s Coin will fall at the foot of the orange tree
JUMP over Andrew’s Coin

Chapter 5



GO in the library
Touch the mirror with the sun icon
Touch the sun tiles (that now glow) on the floor in front of the big library
The library will fall down and Andrew’s Coin will appear
JUMP over Andrew’s Coin


